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This Service Dog User Ownership Form acknowledges that Underworld Kennels and Dog 
Training (UKDT) will provided “Service Dog User” with a Service Dog that will be delivered 
into the Service Dog User's possession at the end of the dogs training. 

Underworld Kennels and Dog Training is placing the following trained Service Dog: 

Dogs Name: __________________________________ DOB: ____________________ 

Microchip _____________________ Projected Delivery Date: ____________________ 

A trained service dog with the following task training: ___________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

This dog is trained with the intention of him/her to be used as a service dog. Not a pet or 
competition dog. 

The conditions of the transfer provide each party agree to the following: 

Fees: There is a $___________ fee to own a trained service dog. Scholarships or grants 
may be available, but it is up to the “Service Dog User” to obtain them. 

1. Ownership: UKDT will remain a co-owner to in-training/trained service dog until said 
dog is paid for in full. At the time of last payment, UKDT will sign off on any AKC or 
ownership paperwork. 

2. Duties of Ownership: User agrees to assume all the risks, rights, duties, and liabilities 
of ownership of the Dog, including without limitation providing a proper diet, veterinary 
services, shelter and all other necessary and appropriate care at the sole cost and 
expense of User. 

3. No Partnership, Etc.: By entering this Agreement, UKDT and User do not intend and 
shall not be deemed to be partners, joint ventures, principle and agent, employer, and 
employee, or to share any other similar relationships for any purposes whatsoever. 

4. Indemnity:  User, on behalf of himself or herself and all representatives, agents, 
successors or assigns, agrees to indemnify, protect and hold harmless UKDT and its 
affiliates, agents, officers, directors, employees, representatives and attorneys, and 
all of its and their predecessors, successors and assigns, past and present, and each 
of them, from any and all claims, demands, actions, suits, causes of action, 
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obligations, damages and liabilities of whatever kind or nature which may arise after 
the date of this Agreement out of any occurrences, acts or omissions in any way 
connected with the ownership, possession, or handling of the Dog by User caused by 
the Service Dog User’s negligence or breach of this Agreement. 

5. Continued Education: For up the time up until Service Dog is 24 months old, UKDT 
offers, at no charge, continued education lessons and or classes required by Service 
Dog User. These may be replaced by telephone, text, email, or video chat at the 
discretion of UKDT.  If a home visit is ever required, User is responsible for any travel 
expanse to have a UKDT representative travel. There will be periodic classes and 
meeting times held by UKDT. These times may not be transferable to another time 
and or location. All classes and or lessons are offered at no additional cost until 
Service Dog is two years old. However, if User declines a scheduled class, make-up 
classes may be charged at reasonable value, even before Service Dog turns 24 
months old. Post the 24-month-old mark, market value lesson and or class fees may 
apply. 

       
6. No Representation, Warranty, or Guarantee: Except as provided in Sections 18, 19, 

20 and 21.  User acknowledges that UKDT makes no representations, warranties, or 
guarantees of any kind with respect to the Service Dog with the exception of the 
genetic health guarantee until the dog turns 2 years. User accepts the Dog as is, 
based upon User’s own inspection and evaluation of the Service Dog, POST 24 
months old. It is understood that a Service Dog is an animal and never intended to 
replace any medical care or devices, provided by medical professionals. It is 
understood that as a Service Dog, the dog is never considered 100% accurate in their 
training. 

7. Surrender of the Underworld Kennels and Dog Training: User or User’s agent may at 
any time relinquish the Underworld Kennels and Dog Training or to a representative 
of Underworld Kennels and Dog Training. User understands at the time of 
relinquishment, ownership and interest in the Dog is surrendered and all decisions 
regarding placement and/or other disposition of said Dog would be at the sole 
discretion of Underworld Kennels and Dog Training. 

8. Retirement of the Service Dog: If UKDT elects to retire the Service Dog before the 
dog’s second birthday, Service Dog User has the first right to ownership. If Service 
Dog is retired for medical or temperament, before Service Dog is 24 months, UKDT 
will offer a replacement dog at no additional cost to the Service Dog User. After the 
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Service Dog is two years old, the Service Dog User has the option of keeping the 
Service Dog or placing it with a close family member or friend or returning it to UKDT 
for placement. Replacement of Service Dog after the dog’s second birthday is solely 
the responsibility of Service Dog User. If there is a compelling reason for a placement 
outside these guidelines, UKDT, in its sole discretion may reserve the right to make 
such a placement decision. If it is determined that a medical condition is expressed 
before the Service Dog is 24 months old, all veterinary documents must be sent to 
acting veterinarian of UKDT’s choice. 

9. Care of young Service Dog: It is understood that UKDT has done everything in their 
ability to breed a healthy dog. It is the responsibility of the Service Dog User to realize 
that the Service Dog is considered a puppy until he/she is two years old. During this 
time, Service Dog should not be allowed to jump in and out of tall vehicles, such as 
pickup trucks and SUVs, run excessively on pavement, or enter high impact 
competitions such as Agility, or Fly Ball or have weight placed on him/her for mobility 
assistance. It is also understood that Service Dog should be fed quality food to help 
joints develop and maintain a healthy weight. If Service Dog becomes obese or very 
thin, this could have negative effects on Service Dog’s health, potentially leading to 
severe medical conditions.  These guidelines are most important until your dog turns 
24 months old and failure to properly care for Dog will void health guarantee. 

10. Events with Service Dog: UKDT Recommends enrolling Service Dog in classes that 
will stimulate his mind and body appropriately. Agility, Fly Ball, Scentwork, or activities 
such as these are acceptable.  The Dog will never be trained in any bite work.  
Protection (Bite) training will void all of this contract and could be cause for UKDT to 
remove the dog from owner. 

 
11. Terms and Conditions of the Contract. The Service Dog User will: 

◦ Properly feed, shelter, and care for the guide dog in a kind and humane 
manner. The Service Dog User will not allow the Service Dog to run off leash, 
unless in a fenced in area.  

◦ Maintain the Service Dog in good physical condition, keeping it at a reasonable weight, 
providing all reasonable and necessary veterinary care, and providing the Service Dog 
with an annual veterinary examination. Not lend, give, or sell the Service Dog to any other 
person. The Service Dog User will not allow the Service Dog to be used as a Service Dog 
by any other person, nor allow the Service Dog to alert routinely for another person.  
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◦ Not use or handle the service dog in any manner that would put the health or safety of the 
Service Dog User, the Service Dog, or the public, at risk. Service Dog User will not allow 
Service Puppy/Dog to ride in the front seat of a vehicle unless the airbags have been 
deactivated. 

◦ Not use the Service Dog in any manner which would reflect poorly on the Service Dog 
User, the Service Dog or UKDT  

◦ The Service Dog user will have his/her veterinarian complete the veterinary form and 
return it UKDT annually.   

◦ Submit Required Quarterly Progress Reports for the first year to UDKT 
outlining any training issues or specific problems that need to be dealt with. 

◦ Service Dog is to spend a minimum of 75% of waking and sleeping time with 
the User. 

◦ Notify Underworld Kennels and Dog Training immediately of any of the following: 
Change in Service Dog User's address.  Any serious injury, serious illness, decline in 
health, loss, straying, or death of the dog. Any incident resulting in damage or injury to any 
person, animal, or property.  The need to retire the Service Dog.  

14. Resolution of Disputes: The Service Dog User is encouraged to contact Underworld 
Kennels and Dog Training with any Service Dog problems. If a decision of Underworld 
Kennels and Dog Training results in a dispute, the Service Dog User will attempt to 
mediate the dispute. If a dispute is not resolved, Underworld Kennels and Dog 
Training and the Service Dog User agree that all disputes concerning this Contract 
shall be resolved by arbitration conducted in accordance the laws of The State of 
Utah. This provision shall not preclude Underworld Kennels and Dog Training from 
seeking court intervention to protect the safety and/or well-being of the Service Dog. 

15. User Responsibilities: The puppy/dog selected for you by Underworld Kennels and 
Dog Training will be the best candidate for a service dog matching your lifestyle. 
Success as a service dog team requires your hard work and commitment; the dog is 
capable of learning and serving, but you are required to be consistent, patient, loving 
and protective in order to accomplish your goals. We require that you make a 
commitment to your Service Dog, by learning your role in this dog/human partnership. 
This is a long-term commitment and you will be working multiple times a day with your 
Service Dog so that he/she can learn and become comfortable in your environment. 
We expect that your goal in selecting a UKDT Service Dog is to form a partnership 
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with your dog; a partnership that will support you and empower you to have more 
control over the circumstances of your life. It is also your responsibility to track “Public 
Access Training in a journal. 

16. Service Dog Selection: When applying for a UKDT Service Dog, UKDT will select 
puppy/dog based on temperament, matching personality, observations and needs 
assessment. User will NOT be assigned a puppy/dog based on gender, color, coat 
quality or appearance.       

17. Additional Fees: Transportation and delivery costs are additional. This includes, but 
is not limited to, costs of crates, transportation fees/regulatory charges, air fare, 
ground transportation or personal delivery charges. If UKDT representatives must 
travel to you, you will be responsible for reasonable expenses. UKDT trainers may 
agree to visit your home or have you come in for additional classes, these training 
sessions or classes may be at an additional cost and the trainer will discuss amounts 
and payments with you at that time. Fees for local classes will only be assessed post 
the second birthdate of Service Dog or if User declines attendance at a UKDT event, 
but User wishes to schedule a make-up session. 

18. Breeding Soundness Guarantee: Underworld Kennels and Dog Training provides 
quality dogs with lineage of genetic soundness.  If the dog is of a breeding with 
Underworld Kennels and Dog Training, the following test were completed on the sire 
and dam; back, elbows, hips, eyes, and heart were all checked for any known genetic 
diseases. If Service Dog develops a congenital or genetic disease before he is 24 
months old, Service Dog will be retired, and a replacement will be provided at no 
additional charge to the Service Dog User. 

19. Puppy/dog Temperament Guarantee: If UKDT determines Service Dog Puppy/dog, 
before placement, is not of the quality to become a service dog, for structural, medical 
or temperament reasons, a replacement puppy/dog will be provided, however there 
may be additional training costs associated with the replacement dog. At that time, 
User will have first option to purchase “Career Change” dog at reasonable value (“pet” 
value). If User declines this right, Service Dog Puppy/dog will be placed at the sole 
discretion of UKDT staff. 

20. Official Certification: UKDT policy is to train User and Service Dog for public access, 
when Service Dog is ready. Certification is included with the full price of a Service 
Dog. While law does not require Certification yet, UKDT will submit a letter that 
Service Dog and User are able to successfully work in public. American with 
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Disabilities Act outline all public access criteria. Service Dog and User will also go 
through the AKC Canine Good Citizen Certification when dog is 12 months old.  This 
certification is done at no additional cost. 

21. Independent Services:  I understand that I am hiring Underworld Kennels and Dog 
Training as a professional, independent dog trainer.  Underworld Kennels and Dog 
Training is in no way offering services associated with any other organization.  Please 
Initial ________ 

22. Hold Harmless:  I understand that a service dog is never 100% accurate.  I understand 
the dog will never take the place of any medical advice given by my medical provider.  
I understand that the dog is trained, and it is my responsibility to maintain his/her 
training to insure the highest level of accuracy the dog can perform.  I understand 
each dog is different and will perform at varying degrees of accuracy.  I hold harmless 
Underworld Kennels and Dog Training for any damages, including death that might 
occur due to dog’s negligence or inaccuracy in alerting. Please Initial ___________ 

23. Payment Contract: You will be required to sign a payment contract. This information 
and your application will become an addendum to your contract.  A $_________ 
deposit is required to validate the agreement.  Payment must be made to meet or 
exceed half of the cost of service dog, $_______________, before placement.  All 
agreements and charges will be spelled out in the payment contract. 

24. Limitation of Liability: Neither party is liable for any damages more than $________.  
In no event will the Service Dog User's total cumulative liability to UKDT for all claims 
against Service Dog User, including any indemnity claims under Section 4 and any 
damages 

Special Terms:  
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______________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name of Service Dog User Signature of Service Dog User 

______________________________________________________________________ 
Date        Phone 

______________________________________________________________________ 
Address      City, State, Zip code 

______________________________________________________________________  
Print name of Parent/Guardian of Service Dog User Signature of Parent/Guardian of 
Service Dog User 

_____________________________________________________________________
Underworld Kennels and Dog Training Representative
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